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After the fall of the Derg regime in 1991 Islamic press flourished in Ethio-
pia. Several different magazines started to be published in Amharic for the 
Muslim community. This periodical press mirrored the wishes, the fears, 
the social and political needs and requests of Ethiopian Muslims1. 
Particularly, the monthly Bilal, which took its name from the first 
muʝaססin in Islamic history, the Abyssinian freedman Bilàl b. Rabà׷2 was 
the first Islamic magazine to be founded in post-Derg Ethiopia in 
MÃskÃrÃm 1985 E.C. (September 1993 A.D.). It was conceived and pre-
sented as a bilingual publication, in Amharic and Arabic, however, an 
overwhelming majority of its articles were in Amharic. 
Bilal was published and distributed by the private firm ߋNejashi Islamic 
Printing Companyߌ (NÃǆaŀi Islamik Asàttàmi DƼrƼǆǆƼt)3, whose name 
recalled the Ethiopian king who welcomed, in Abyssinia, Muslim refugees 
escaping the persecution of pagans in Mekka 615 A.D., and, according to 
Islamic tradition, subsequently accepted Islam4. The magazine editor in 
chief, starting with the third issue, was the renowned Wallo scholar, ׷àǆǆ 
Mu׷ÃmmÃd WÃle5 ׷àǆǆ AhmÃd ʞUmÃr, disciple of ׷àǆǆ ʞAbdƼlbasiؾ߉ 
MÃhammÃd and of ŀay׽ MuhÃmmÃd Sani ׶abib, imàm of the al-NŊr 
mosque in Addis Ababa6; his first assistant editor was ǅÃmil ĿÃrif SÃyd, 
 
1 For an assessment of Islamic literature and press and in the post-Derg period see  
HUSSEIN AHMED 1994b, 1998, 1998b and 1998c. A list of Ethiopian Islamic newspa-
pers and magazines can be found in O߈FAHEY 2003, pp. 65߃68. 
2 For some information about this famous personage see ʞARAFAT art. in EI s. v. Bilàl. 
3 In Arabic the firm was called Muʝassasat alNaǆàŀĊ li-al-tawzĊʞ߉ wa-al-tasǆĊlàt al-
islàmiyya, while in English the name Nejashi Islamic Publisher and Audiovisual Services 
or Nejashi Studio was apparently used. In the books printed by the same firm we may 
also find the Amharic denomination NÃǆaŀi islamik asattaminna yÃʝodiyoviŝewal 
agÃlgelot dƼrƼǆǆƼt. 
4 See for instance VAN DONZEL art. in EI s. v. al-NaǆaŀĊ. 
5 In Arabic alphabet written WalĊ or WalÀ, as the orthography used in the magazine 
does not distinguish final yàʝ from alif maqصŊra. 
6 ׶àǆǆ Mu׷ammad WÃle A׷mÃd authored various articles of Bilal, books and booklets 
in Arabic and Amharic which are listed in O߈FAHEY 2003 p. 59. To that list one 
should add YÃ׷ÃǆǆƼnna ʞumra guzo sƼna sƼrʞat bÃʝarattu mÃzhaboìì (title in Arabic: 
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then from the fourth issue on was ZÃkÃriya Mu׷ammÃd Yasin, while the 
publishing house and media company manager was SÃʞid Mu׷ammÃd 
Nurye7. The NÃǆaŀi firm also opened and ran a shop near the Anwar 
mosque in Addis Ababa to sell Islamic literature and religious audio and 
video tapes mainly in Amharic and Arabic, but also in English, Tigrinya 
and Oromo8. 
20 issues of Bilal were published. The last issue of the series was the one 
sent forth in ؽƼrr 1987 E.C. (January 1995 A.D.), 28 months9 after the 
foundation of the periodical10. Many issues of the magazine apparently 
remained unsold, thus creating a unsustainable economic situation for the 
publisher who subsequently was forced to stop the publication11. However, 
in its two-year life, Bilal definitively imposed itself as the most important, 
serious, and authoritative periodical publication in the panorama of the 
Ethiopian Islamic press. 
Other magazines did exist, but they all were short-lived, locally oriented, 
scarcely distributed and, generally, qualitatively poor in content and  
 
Kayfiyyat adàʝ al-׷àǆǆ wa-al-ʞumra ʞalÀ al-maסàhib al-arbaʞa; in the Arabic front  
page the author is given also the title of ŀay׽) published in Addis Ababa in 
1412h/1991߃92 A.D., in which he briefly explains, following apparently the famous 
ŀàfiʞĊ scholar imàm al-NawawĊ (d. 1277 A.D.), the way how to perform the pilgrimage 
to Mekka according to the four different legal schools accepted in sunni Islam.  
HUSSEIN AHMED 1998, p. 90 mentions also Mu׷ammad WÃle߈s Amharic translation of 
al-NawawĊ߈s collection of ׷adĊـ, Riyàן al-صàli׷Ċn. 
  7 NŊrĊ or NŊrÀ, in Arabic script. 
  8 Among the books printed and distributed by Nejashi Publisher, we may mention 
here: YÃʝimam NÃwÃwi arba ׷adis (an abridged translation of the well-known collec-
tion of forty sayings of the Prophet Muhammad by the above-mentioned imàm al-
NawawĊ (al-ArbaʞĊn al-nawawiyya); Al-TÃw׷id. Islamawi صƼnsÃ ׷assab (an Amharic 
version of al-ʞAqaàʞid al-islamiyya, a presentation of the fundamentals of Islamic faith 
by the contemporary Muslim scholar al-Sayyid Sàbiq who died in 2000); in Oromo 
we may find: Hundeewwan Aqiida, on the basic elements of Islamic creed and Tak-
kaa ol fuudha seera islaamatti, on matrimonial rules in Islam (O߈FAHEY 2003, p. 40: 
the author of this book is Mahammad Xiyyo). Long lists containig titles of Islamic re-
ligious audio and video tapes in English, Amharic, Tigrinya and Oromo were often 
printed in the reverse front page of many issues of Bilal. 
  9 Quite obviously, no issue was published in the month of agumen. Each issue is dated 
according to the Ethiopian Christian calendar in the Amharic front page and to the 
Islamic calendar in the Arabic section.  
10 HUSSEIN AHMED 1998, p. 102, this last issue (number 1 of the third year dated ؽƼrr 
1987 E.C.) came out very late in January 1995. 
11 In issue 3, 1, pp. 21߃23, the difficulties which Bilal had to face are explained in detail 
in a sort of written dialogue with the readers. Here we can not deal with the contents 
of this very sharp discussion, which sheds light on the causes that forced Bilal to close. 
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graphical shape12. The kind of study that Hussein Ahmed did for the  
weekly al-ʞAlam13, that is, a careful analysis of the subjects discussed in  
Bilal issues and of the evolution of the editorial line of the magazine, is be-
yond the scope of this paper. 
However, even a very superficial reader can notice that in the issues of 
Bilal, the history of Islam is always an important topic. Especially, the long-
debated problem of the origin of Islam in Ethiopia was extensively discussed, 
since it was felt as deeply connected to the reconstruction of the collective 
identity of Ethiopian Muslims and their relationship with their Christian 
countrymen14. 
As history seems to be a major interest of the editorial staff of Bilal, in an 
effort to enhance the knowledge which Ethiopian Muslims have of their own 
community, the magazine devoted great attention also to the presentation to 
the readers of some of the famous exponents of Islam in Ethiopia. In a quite 
regular survey published in Bilal under the title tÃwawÃqu (make acquaint-
tance), the magazine frequently offered its public the biographies of some of 
the most eminent representatives of Ethiopian Islam in the recent past. 
Here we would like to summarize the content of five of these biographical 
articles published in Bilal. In doing so, we will try to collect out of them not 
only a deal of useful historical, biographical and cultural data, but also some 
hints as to the process of reconstruction of the historical consciousness of 
Ethiopian Muslims in the first lustrum of the 90ties of the past century. In 
fact, by creating a gallery of portraits of pious, brillant, learned and brave 
exponents of Islam in Ethiopia, Bilal aimed at several objectives:  
to show the importance and the solidity of the Muslim presence in  
Ethiopia, against the common idea that Ethiopia is only a Christian coun-
try; to denounce the wrongs suffered by the Muslims, especially by their 
scholars, during the Imperial and the Derg regimes; to highlight the positive 
role played by Muslims in the historical evolution of Ethiopia and of the 
region of the Horn as a whole; and finally, to give the readers a set of exem-
plary models of Ethiopian Muslims in which modern Islamic communities 
 
12 HUSSEIN AHMED 1998, p. 104, says that the same publishing house of Bilal started in 
April 1993 a second magazine, called just NaǆàŀĊ, under the editorship of ׶àǆǆ 
Mu׷ammad WÃle A׷mÃd, but managed to send forth only two issues. HUSSEIN  
AHMED 1998, pp. 98߃103, makes a rapid survey of the form and content of some of 
Bilal issues. Other magazines like al-Risàla, Daʞwa, al-Manàr, Salàm, and Aסàn are 
mentioned and briefly analyzed in HUSSEIN AHMED 1998 pp. 103߃105 and in  
HUSSEIN AHMED 1998b. The Markaz alQurʝàn of Dese published a magazine called 
Furqàn, whose only first issue came out in MÃggabit 1985 (March 1993). 
13 HUSSEIN AHMED 1994. 
14 An analysis of a series of historical articles published in Bilal is in CARMICHAEL 1996. 
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might find a source of inspiration for their daily behaviour and a guidance 
for their further development. 
In particular, the model offered to the Ethiopian Muslims in this gallery 
of portraits, seems to be inspired by the classical Islamic ideal of the ʞàlim 
ʞàmil, the active scholar15, who combines in his person the deep knowledge, 
the devotion to learning of the erudite, with the energy, the tenacity and the 
boldness of the teacher and fighter. It is thanks to these kind of people that 
Islam successfully managed to survive through all past difficulties and to 
keep its own peculiar identity almost intact. 
As said before, the major part of the contents of Bilal is in Amharic. Nev-
ertheless, almost every issue also has an Arabic section, and an Arabic front 
page, which is naturally the rear last page for the Amharic reader. It is inter-
esting to note that the Arabic section of Bilal is always shorter than the Am-
haric one and significantly varies in extent from issue to issue (from 10 pages 
in the first issue 1.1 to no pages in issue 2.6). From a very rapid survey, it ap-
pears moreover that the Arabic section of Bilal never contains a simple, literal 
translation of a selection of the Amharic articles, as one may surmise. On the 
contrary, only rarerly may we find in it a kind of summary of the content of 
the Amharic part. Mostly, we find that an article is entitled as an Amharic 
one, but shows at the same time a certain peculiarity of its own. Quite often 
we find an Arabic article whose text has no correspondence at all in the Am-
haric section. These noteworthy differences are probably explainable by the 
fact that the public target of the Arabic section is composed exclusively of 
scholars who have the necessary language skills to read and understand the 
language of the Koran. This accounts for the reduced dimensions and for the 
more engaged ߃ so to speak ߃ contents of the section. 
As far as the biographical articles are concerned, only two of the five texts 
we are going to present hereafter lack the Arabic version. In all the remaining 
cases, the Arabic versions seem to have been conceived as a sort of more eru-
dite and, in at least one case, a more detailed text which had to spark the inter-
est of the scholar and satisfy the more refined curiosity of the learned16. Also 
the linguistic style of these biographical articles tries to sketchily reproduce 
some of the typical manners of expression of the traditional Arabic biograph-
ical and hagiographical literature (manàqib). Moreover, since the reading pub-
 
15 The model of the learned who puts his knowledge into practise is sanctioned by a 
great number of prophetic sayings and epitomized in a ׷adĊـ according to which  
Muhammad said: ߋSomeone will not become a learned man unless he acts with his 
learningߌ (ߋLà yakŊnu al-marʝu ʞàliman ׷attÀ yakŊna bi-ʞilmihi ʞàmilanߌ; transmitted 
by Ibn ׶ibbàn in Rawןat al-ʞuqalàʝ and by al-BayhaqĊ). 
16 This is evident in ŀay׽ SÃyd Mu׷amÃd Sadiq߈s biography, whose nasab (genealogy) is 
given only in the Arabic section. 
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lic is numerically restricted but, because of its language knowledge, it is at the 
same time more religiously aware ߃ as one might say ߃, some data find their 
more appropriate collocation in the Arabic than in the Amharic section.  
It is worth while noting that four of the five learned men, whom we will 
discuss, are from Wallo and the fifth studied there for a long time. This 
could be explained by the fact that Bilal was edited by a Wallo scholar, who 
desired to highlight the leading role played by his native region in the life of 
Islam in Ethiopia. In fact, the fundamental importance of the Wallo region 
as an educational and cultural centre in Islamic Ethiopia can not be under-
estimated. From this point of view, these articles give us some information 
on the location of the main schools of Islamic culture during the past cen-
tury, on the topics of the educational career followed by pupils and stu-
dents and on the textbooks most widely used by teachers. The data we thus 
collect may supplement the study on the traditional Islamic education in 
Wallo already made by Hussein Ahmed17. 
In the following, we will present the scholars we selected in a simple 
chronological order and we will base our translation on the Amharic text, 
except for the text on MuhammÃd Sani Habib, for whom we prefer the more 
detailed Arabic text to the Amharic one. A reference to the Arabic, if possible, 
will however always be made, by making use of the biographical data some-
times contained only in the Arabic text. Some rapid linguistic observations 
will underline some peculiar lexical usages of Arabic loanwords or Amharic 
calques on an Arabic basis. 
1. ׶aǆǆi BÃŀƼr Ali Tiǆani (1859߃1973 A.D.) 
The biographical article published in Bilal18 is based on the historical report 
given to the magazine by the son of the ŀay׽, ׷aǆǆi Mu׷ammÃd BÃŀƼr, who 
is presented as the very best source of knowledge of his father߈s life, which has 
sometimes been narrated in an uncorrect way.  
׶aǆǆi BÃŀƼr was born in 1858 A.D. in the village of ullƼnqe in YÃǆǆu ߃ 
WÃldiya (Wallo), from Ali HaydÃr and Rahma AdÃm. As his nisba shows, 
he was a member of the Tiǆàniyya brotherhood, founded by the famous 
North African scholar and saint A׷mad b. Mu׷ammad al-TiǆànĊ (1737߃
1815), and well estabished in all the Maghrib, in Sudan and in West Africa.19 
The Tiǆàniyya has been strongly present in Ethiopia, particularly in Jimma 
where, according to Trimingham, it was brought by the local scholar al-
 
17 HUSSEIN AHMED 1988. 
18 Bilal, 2, 3 (1986 E.C.), pp. 20߃21 and 31. This article has no Arabic version. 
19 For the biography of al-TiǆànĊ, the history and principles of his ؾarĊqa see ABUN-
NASR 1965. 
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׷àǆǆ YŊsif at the beginnig of the XXth century20, and in Gomma Gera and 
Guma and among BanĊ ĿanqŊl, where it arrived from the bordering Sudan. 
As for Wallo, as we shall see, it was ׷aǆǆi BÃŀƼr who introduced the 
brotherhood, to which he had been initiated in Sudan, spreading it to Bo-
rana Warra Himano and Warra Babbo21. As a child, ׷aǆǆi BÃŀƼr studied the 
Qurʝan in ullƼnqe under the guidance of his first teacher, ŀay׽ ʞUmar, and 
he managed not only to master the simple reading of the sacred text22, but 
also to learn it by heart23. Once he finished this basic level of learning, he 
went in WÃrÃbabbo, to the village of IǆÃrsa, where he studied Islamic juris-
prudence according to the ׶anafĊ school24, with ŀay׽ Ali Surur25. Moreover 
in the village of Tatessa, he deepened his linguistic skills in Arabic, by  
studying Arabic grammar na׷w (morphology and syntax), balàĀa (elo-
quence) and badĊʞ (metaphors and other rethorical expressions)26, under the 
guidance of ŀay׽ Ali Buŀra. ׶aǆǆi SÃʞid Ibrahim (the ŀay׽ of alle) and 
׷aǆǆi AbdulwÃhab (the ŀay׽ of Oda)27 were studying together with him at 
that time in the same school and with the same teacher. After having visited 
other learning centres in the region, he went to Sudan, where he studied in 
Khartoum and Oum Durman. In Sudan he entered the Tiǆàniyya brother-
hood, by the intermediation of SaʞĊd Mu׷ammad ibn al-Mu׽tàr. He thus 
started teaching in his turn the tiǆànĊ awràd28 and spent half of his life teach-
ing and acquiring more and more Islamic learning, especially in the field  
 
20 TRIMINGHAM 1952, p. 246. Al-׷àǆǆ YŊsif was initiated to the Tiǆàniyya when he was 
on pilgrimage in Mecca by the West African muqaddam of the brotherhood Alfa 
Hàŀim. Once back in Jimma, he managed to bring into the ؾarĊqa the sultan Abba  
Dula, so paving the way for the further spread of the brotherhood. CERULLI 1933, p. 
96 maintains that the Tiǆàniyya was brought to Jimma by a ŀay׽ coming from Sudan. 
21 HUSSEIN AHMED 2001, pp.70߃71. 
22 The text uses the Amharic form aqqÃrar, derived form the verb qarrÃ, calqued on 
Arabic qaraʝa. AqqÃrar is explained in the article by current Amharic tÃra nƼbab. 
23 BaqalaììÃw hafzÃw (calqued on the Arabic verb ׷afi٤a) and explained in Amharic as 
ŀÃmdƼdÃw. 
24 According to HUSSEIN AHMED 2001, pp. 66߃67, the ׶anafĊ school of law is the se-
cond strongest among Muslims in Wallo, and predominates in highland areas. The  
history of the propagation of the different Islamic juridical currrents in Ethiopia is still 
very uncertain. 
25 HUSSEIN AHMED 1988, p. 101 mentions an ʞUmar SurŊr, teacher in Lagot in Warra 
Himano: we do not know the relationship between the two learned men. 
26 HUSSEIN AHMED 1988, pp. 100߃101, shows almost the same curriculum studiorum. 
27 HUSSEIN AHMED 1988, pp. 101߃102, refers to this ŀay׽ of Oda (ʞAbd al-Wahhàb ʞAbd 
al-ǅalĊl MuصؾafÀ, underlying that he was a famous ׷anafĊ teacher who had several 
hundreds of students under him. 
28 Awràd is the plural of the Arabic word wird which means the set of Koranic and 
traditional invocations used in mystical ceremonies by each brotherhood. 
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of ׷adĊـ. Beside his deep knowledge of Islamic religion and culture, ׷aǆǆi 
BÃŀƼr was a very fervent (qÃnaʝi) defender of his faith. This eagerness probab-
ly brought him back to his country from Sudan and pushed him to clash with 
the imperial regime of ׼aylÃ ĹƼllase. 
The article mentions in particular three different circumstances in which 
׷aǆǆi BÃŀƼr was directly involved in military operations against Imperial troops. 
The first was in 1352 A.H./1933߃34 A.D. when ׷aǆǆi BÃŀƼr guided an Is-
lamic movement29 in the Raya region, in a place called Mehone. According to 
our source, due to lack of organization and inferiority in number, the Muslim 
forces were defeated and ׷aǆǆi BÃŀƼr and his followers were compelled to flee 
and hide. Negus ׼aylÃ ĹƼllase promised a reward to the one who would de-
liver ׷aǆǆi BÃŀƼr to the authorities, but the ׷aǆǆi and his companions were 
able to remain concealed for four years. Four months before the Italian inva-
sion in Ethiopia, in the same spot, Mehone, ׷aǆǆi BÃŀƼr prepared once again 
to fight, but at the last moment, for unknown reasons, he withdrew. 
In 1947 A.D. ׷aǆǆi BÃŀƼr went to battle for the third time. He prepared a 
more organized alliance of local personalities, who signed an agreement to 
fight against ׼aylÃ ĹƼllase. Among the participants of this group there were, 
significantly, not only Muslims but also Christians. The son of lƼǆ Iyàsu and 
the son of TayyÃ GulƼllàte, Malàku TayyÃ were part of the group. Famous 
Yàǆǆu Muslim exponents as ato MuhammÃd GƼbril and ŀay׽ Sumale were 
also involved in the preparatives for the battle. According to the data given in 
the article, the conspirators gathered 300 rifles and ammunition. As the or-
ganization of the revolt was completed, a dispute arose in the ranks of the 
conspirators on the date to start the fight. At this moment, a member of the 
plotting coalition, whose name the magazine does not reveal, betrayed his 
comrades and reported the whole affair to the Imperial authorities. This in-
formant went up to Addis Abeba to inform the Negus himself, hoping to 
obtain a reward. Contrary to his expectations, this delator was convicted to 3 
years of jail as he too was found guilty of conspiracy. 
Even though the plot was uncovered, ׷aǆǆi BÃŀƼr and his companions de-
cided not to give up and they begun the battle. The forces led by ׷aǆǆi BÃŀƼr 
reported a momentary success. At that point, the ruler of Yàǆǆu, dÃǆǆazmaìì 
GÃlÃta, sent supplementary troops and the rebels were easily defeated, many 
of them were killed, and the others were dispersed. ׶aǆǆi BÃŀƼr decided to 
surrender to the Imperial army, so that his companions who managed to sur-
vive and to flee after the defeat could avoid further persecution. He was ar-
rested and, following his request, he was transferred to Addis Abeba where he 
was put in jail. He spent three years and eight months in the AlÃm bÃqqaÐÐ 
 
29 The text uses the words yÃtƼgƼl ƼnqƼsƼqqase, movement of fight. 
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prison in Addis Abeba, and then the Supreme Court of Justice sentenced him 
to death. As the death penalty had to be confirmed by a personal decision of 
the Negus, ׷aǆǆi BÃŀƼr was summoned by ׼aylÃ ĹƼllase.  
The article reports at a certain length the dialogue between ׷aǆǆi BÃŀƼr 
and the Negus. The pious Muslims said that he did not want to overthrow 
the Emperor߈s government, and that his aim was only to see the right of the 
Islamic population respected. He was confident in God, the only one who 
has the power to make people die. So even if the tribunal had decided to 
execute him, if God wanted, he would remain alive, as a human tribunal can 
not change the divine decree. ׼aylÃ ĹƼllase was deeply impressed by this 
statement of courage and fear of God. He stood up and immediately or-
dered to set ׷aǆǆi BÃŀƼr free. This Imperial personal step was surprising and 
shocking. As the magazine says: ߋAllah set him free!ߌ30. ׶aǆǆi BÃŀƼr was 
released and, reaching the age of 115, died in 1973 A.D. He is buried in the 
Islamic cemetery of Kolfe. 
The article stresses the fact that the struggle carried out by ׷aǆǆi BÃŀƼr and 
his companions was a cause of pride for all Muslims even though he was criti-
cized for his lack of organization and for the inadequacy of his military capa-
bility. Reguardless, the pious, the learned and the charitable character of ׷aǆǆi 
BÃŀƼr was generally recognized and appreciated31.  
2. Ŀay׽ ʞIsa ׶amza Alqatbare32 (1858߃1941 E.C.) 
The text presented to the readers by Bilal33 is intended by the editorial of-
fice of the magazine to be only a short survey of the life of the ŀay׽, written 
with the collaboration of the former vice chairman of the Ethiopian Su-
preme Council for Islamic Affairs (YÃItyo ya yÃƼslƼmƼnna guddayoìì 
 
30 In the text of the article a veiled hint may be found to the rumors that the sudden 
liberation of ׷aǆǆi BÃŀƼr probably arose among Muslims in Ethiopia. Suspicions on 
his loyalness to the Islamic faith are neatly dismissed as tÃrÃt. 
31 It is worth while mentioning that on page 31 at the end of the article, a photograph of 
a decree of the Ministry of Justice apparently containing the conviction of ׷aǆǆi BÃŀƼr 
is badly reproduced. 
32 HUSSEIN AHMED 1998, p. 99. The Amharic form Alqatbare resembles an Arabic nisba 
from Qatbare, the place where ŀay׽ ʞIsa founded his educational centre. In Arabic the 
magazine writes ʞĉsÀ al-qaؾbarÀ, but as the current orthography of the periodical does 
not distinguish alif maqصŊrÀ from yàʝ, we do not know the exact reading. HAS-
SELBLATT 1974 contains a description of Qatbare and of the celebrations which take 
place there on occasion of the Mawlid. 
33 Bilal, 1, 4 (1985 E.C.), pp. 25߃27. The brief Arabic version of the biography is pub-
lished on p. 6 of the Arabic section of the magazine under the tile ߋNubסa min ׷ayàt 
al-ŀay׽ ʞĉsÀ al-qaؾbarÀߌ. 
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kÃffƼtÃÐÐa gubae) ׷àǆǆ A׷mÃd Ŀafi and some of the members of his family, 
especially ato Mu׷ammÃd WÃfa ׷àǆǆ Sulؾan ʞIsa34. 
Ŀay׽ ʞIsa was born in 1858 E.C. from ׶amza BÃؾure and Aǆyat GeswÃt in 
the qÃbÃle of Abanǆa KurƼy in the region of ŭŝa, one of the sƼbat bet of Gu-
rage. He studied the Koran in MÃsqÃn under the guidance of the ŀay׽ of Bi-
dara and then in GÃdÃbano with ŀay׽ SÃʞid. According to the short Arabic 
version of our source biography it was ŀay׽ SÃʞid ׼aw, who is called ߋal-ʞàlim 
al-kabĊr al-maǆסŊb al-ŀahĊrߌ (the great alim and the famous mad saint) 35 and 
other scholars who taught ŀay׽ ʞIsa, that belonged to the legal school of al-
ĿàfiʞĊ36, Islamic esoteric knowledge (ʞilm al-٤àhir). Once he completed his 
basic education, he started travelling seeking to acquire a wider knowledge of 
the traditional Islamic disciplines. So he went to YƼfat Ãnno where he stud-
ied with ŀay׽ Abbayye. There he heard about the ŀay׽ of Dana, northeast of 
WÃldiya, in YÃǆǆu37 whose fame was growing. He thus stopped his studies 
and set out to Dana to visit ŀay׽ ǅÃmalu Daniy (this is the name of the ŀay׽ 
of Dana mentioned in the Amharic text), who impressed him with his learn-
ing and attitude. After this ziyàra38 to the Daniy Sani (this is how the Am-
haric text calls the ŀay׽)39, ŀay׽ ʞIsa went back to Ãnno and finished his cur-
riculum studiorum. He deepened his Islamic learning and he became a full-
fledged ʞàlim. He then decided to rejoin ŀay׽ Daniy Sani in Dana, who having 
proved his preparation, granted him the permit to teach. 
As for this connection of ŀay׽ ʞIsa with the renowned cultural centre of 
Dana, a number of questions arise. The centre is linked to the name of its foun-
der, ŀay׽ A׷mad b. ßdam, commonly known with the nickname Daniyy 
Awwal, the first ŀay׽ of Dana, who was born in Bataho and died in 1903 
A.D. in Anna, where his shrine became a destination for pious visitors40. Ŀay׽ 
 
34 Mu׷ammÃd WÃfa should apparently be the grandson of ŀay׽ ʞIsa, being the son of the 
ŀay׽߈s son Sulؾan. 
35 For a definition of the concept of maǆסŊb among Islamic holy men see GRAMLICH 
art. in EI s. v. Madj dhŊb and DOLS 1992, pp. 366߃422. 
36 The maסhab of al-ĿàfiʞĊ is by far the predominant legal school in Ethiopia and in the 
whole region (Somalia and East Africa). See TRIMINGHAM 1952, pp. 231߃32. 
37 On this famous Islamic cultural centre in WÃllo see HUSSEIN AHMED 1988, pp. 102, 
2001, pp. 88 and 90߃91. 
38 The Amharic text uses the verb zÃyyÃrÃ, derived from the Arabic word ziyàra. The 
ziyàra is the pious visit to a ŀay׽ or, more frequently, to his shrine, performed on dif-
ferent religious occasions or festivals. 
39 The expression Daniy Sani is to be understood as the ߋsecond ŀay׽ of the school of 
Danaߌ, i. e. the successor of its founder. The Amharic sani is to be derived from classi-
cal Arabic ـànĊ: the use of s to render the unvoiced interdental ـ seems to be due to an 
Egyptian classicizing na׷wĊ pronunciation. 
40 O߈FAHEY 2003 pp. 47߃48. 
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A׷mad b. ßdam, whose collection of poems in praise of the Prophet (ràmsà) 
is wide spread among Muslims in Ethiopia, was a disciple of ŀay׽ ǅamàl al-
DĊn Mu׷ammad al-AnnĊ41, who initiated him to the Qàdiriyya brotherhood. 
In Anna, ŀay׽ A׷mad b. ßdam (Daniy Awwal) was apparently succeeded 
by Mu׷ammad YàsĊn, who should thus be the ŀay׽ Daniy Sani (the second 
one) and who, according to Trimingham, died in 1924. The son of 
Mu׷ammad YàsĊn, Mu׷ammad Zayn, who died in 1975, was in his turn the 
ŀay׽ of Dana, perhaps therefore to be called ŀay׽ Daniy Salis (the third), and 
was visited by Hasselblatt in 197242. 
So, according to the available data, the Amharic text is clearly in error in 
calling ŀay׽ Daniy Sani by the name of ǅamàlu. It seems that the anonymous 
writer mistook the ŀay׽ of Dana with ǅamàl al-DĊn Mu׷ammad, the ŀay׽ of 
Anna. Moreover, in the Arabic version of the text, it is said that ŀay׽ ʞIsa 
ߋtook the noble ؽarĊqa al-Qàdiriyya from ŀay׽ A׷mad b. ßdam al-DànĊߌ43, 
who was the Daniyy Awwal, thus contradicting completely the affirmation of 
the Amharic biography. 
Even if we lack full certainty, due to the evident inaccuracy of the Amharic 
article, it seems sounder to take for good the Arabic presentation of the facts, 
which fits very well also from the chronological point of view. We are thus 
inclined to think that ŀay׽ ʞIsa went to Dana the first time to meet A׷mad b. 
ßdam (Daniyy Awwal). He then came back to him once again and obtained 
the grant of his prestigious iǆàza, who authorized him to teach in his name. 
During one of these two stays, ŀay׽ A׷mad initiated ŀay׽ ʞIsa to the 
Qàdiriyya brotherhood. 
With the iǆàza of the ŀay׽ of Dana, ŀay׽ ʞIsa became a teacher in the village 
of Lahme, near Ãnno. He then went back to his native Gurage land and 
settled in the kƼlƼl of Mafed, in the wÃrÃda of ŭnnÃmor. To spread Islamic 
 
41 ǅamàl al-DĊn Mu׷ammad of Anna in Rayya, teacher, writer and holy man, died in 1882 
at KorÃme in YÃǆǆu (HUSSEIN AHMED 1988, p. 102; HUSSEIN AHMED 2001, pp. 69, 70, 
90, 108, 175 and O߈FAHEY 2003 pp. 51߃52). He was a disciple of Mu׷ammad b. faqĊh 
Zubayr, who initiated him to the qàdiriyya brotherhood, he subsequently brought into 
Rayya. ǅamàl al-DĊn Mu׷ammad al-AnnĊ is traditionally considered a very prolific  
author. In particular, one of his works not previously mentioned in sources, is a printed 
edition of three collections of صalàwàt ʞalÀ al-nabĊ (prayers for the Prophet) which ap-
peared at an unknown moment in Addis Ababa at the Addis MattÃmiya Bet. The book 
contains the following titles: Rawןat al-asràr fĊ al-صalàt ʞalÀ al-nabĊ al-mu׽tàr (main title 
of the collection), the al-Tu׷fa al-rabbàniyya bi-al-صalàt ʞalÀ imàm al-׷aןra al-qudsiyya 
and finally the Miftà׷ al-madad fĊ al-صalàt wa-al-salàm ʞalÀ rasŊl allàh al-sanad. 
42 HASSELBLATT 1972, pp. 17߃18. 
43 The Arabic text speeks of ŀay׽ A׷mad b. ßdam in a very commendatory way, giving 
him the attributes of ߋal-ŀay׽ al-fardànĊ wa-al-ʞallàma al-rabbànĊߌ (the unique ŀay׽ 
and the divine learned scholar). 
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learning in the region, ŀay׽ ʞIsa felt that a permanent base where he could 
concentrate all his activities was necessary. He thus founded an Islamic centre 
of learning, teaching and religious promotion in Qatbare, about ten kilome-
tres from WÃlqite. The Islamic foundation of Qatbare soon became a centre 
of study of taw׷Ċd (Islamic theology), ׷adĊـ, fiqh and also of סikr and awràd 
(mystical practices). There it was also possible for Muslims to perform Fri-
day߈s community prayer and the two ʞĊd-s ceremonies. 
In the frame of the activities realized by ŀay׽ ʞIsa to improve the life con-
ditions of the Muslims in Ethiopia, he went to Addis Ababa to ask for the 
permission for Muslims to marry according to the Islamic law. ׼aylÃ SƼllase, 
who was at that time still the heir to the throne, did not answer at first to this 
request. But afterwards, thanks to the determination of ŀay׽ ʞIsa who did 
not loosen his pressure on the authorities, it was permitted that qàןĊ were 
appointed in Ethiopia. According to our source, ŀay׽ ʞIsa was the first per-
son in the history of modern Ethiopia to be named to such an office. 
Another great achievement of the courageous attitude of ŀay׽ ʞIsa was 
the realization of a mosque in Addis Ababa. As the Muslims at that time did 
not have the right to perform their prayers in public (especially the ǆumʞa 
prayer on fridays, and the two feast prayers), they were obliged to gather in 
private compounds, owned by Arabs in the Arada area. Ŀay׽ ʞIsa, consi-
dering this prohibition intolerable, overcame the resistance of Arabs who 
feared that even the private prayer might be forbidden, and dared to apply 
for the building of a mosque in Addis Ababa, directly addressing himself to 
fitawrari HabtÃ Giyorgis. After some incertitude, ŀay׽ ʞIsa was granted the 
permission, under the condition that the minaret of the mosque should not 
exceed in height the surrounding churches. He collected the money from 
the Arab donors who had promised to contribute economically to the 
building of the mosque and then started the construction of what is now 
called the masǆid al-nŊr in Benin SÃfÃr, Addis Ababa44. 
The minaret of the mosque was also built, and it stood higher than 
fitawrari HabtÃ Giyorgis had consented. The Ethiopian dignitary, filled 
with anger, ordered the mosque to be destroyed and summoned ŀay׽ ʞIsa to 
order him to raze the building to the ground. Ŀay׽ ʞIsa, with his characteris-
tic calm and smartness, made clear to fitawrari HabtÃ Giyorgis, that at the 
point reached by the works in progress, it was not possible to destroy the 
building without arousing the rage of the Muslim masses. So HabtÃ Giyor-
gis admitted that it was better for the good of all to continue the building. 
The mosque was saved. Muslims started to pray freely in public and foreign 
teachers were allowed to come into Ethiopia to teach the Koran. 
 
44 One of the Arab donors who contributed to the financing of the mosque was the 
yemeni trader ʞAbd al-Ra׷màn Bà Zarʞa (HUSSEIN AHMED 1997, p. 340). 
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The frank and challenging character of ŀay׽ ʞIsa caused him many difficul-
ties, especially in his relationships with the Ethiopian authorities. He was put 
into prison several times, but this never effected his eagerness to see the rights 
of the Muslim people in Ethiopia officially recognized. In particular, during 
his imprisonment in Goǆǆam, he managed to have a mosque and an Islamic 
cultural centre built in DÃǆÃn, which was to become the cradle of Islamic 
learning in the whole region. 
In 1941 E.C. ŀay׽ ʞIsa died at the age of 83, leaving as a sort of spiritual and 
material successor, his son, ŀalÃqa ׷àǆǆ Sulؾàn ʞIsa, who was a great con-
tributor to the strenghtening of the Muslims in Ethiopia. 
3. Ŀay׽ SÃyd MÃhammÃd Sadiq (1889߃1969 E.C.)45 
This very renowned scholar was born in the area called Goǆǆam in the kƼlƼl 
of fita in the wÃrÃda of TÃhulÃdÃre in the awraǆǆa of AmbassÃl (Wallo), 
from ŀay׽ MÃhammÃd Sadiq and ZÃmzÃm SÃyd.  
A part of the ŀay׽ genealogy, which is said to have been transmitted by 
ŀay׽ SÃyd himself, is given in the Arabic version of the article and runs: 
ߋMu׷ammad شàdiq b. ʞAbd al-Màlik b. al-Sa׷àb ʞAlĊ b. al-شàdiq b. FaqĊh b. 
al-شiddĊq (or شadĊq) b. ʞAbdallàh b. al-Sayyid KabĊr شàli׷ b. faqĊh MŊs (sic!) 
b. faqĊh IsmàʞĊl b. faqĊh Mu׷ammad b. ʞUmar b. Abàdir ʞAlĊ al-hararĊ b. 
ʞUmar b. ʞAbdallàh b. A׷mad b. Sulaymàn b. Mu׷ammad b. Mu׷ammad 
al-amĊn b. Nàصir b. IdrĊs b. ʞAbd al-Qàsim b. IbràhĊm b. ׶àmid b. Sulay-
màn b. A׷mad b. ʞAbd al-NŊr and so on ߑߌ. 46 
It appears from this nasab that ŀay׽ SÃyd was a descendant of the famous 
saint Abadir of Harar. In the nasab the holy man is called Abàdir ʞAlĊ al-
hararĊ ibn ʞUmar, whereas the most common form of his name in Harar is 
Abadir ʞUmar al-riןàʝ. After this name the succession of Abàdir߈s forefa-
thers is left unconcluded at 14 generations before Abadir with a certain 
ʞAbd al-NŊr. We thus can not know whom the nasab considered the  
founding ancestor of ŀay׽ SÃyd, and ŀay׽ Abadir, family47. 
 
45 Bilal, 1, 9 (1985 E.C.), pp. 21߃23. The article is by ׷àǆǆ MÃhammÃd WÃle. The Arabic 
version, also authored by ׷àǆǆ MÃhammÃd WÃle is on p. 37 (not pp. 37߃39 as in 
O߈FAHEY 2003, p. 59), under the title ߋNubסa min ׷ayàt al-ŀay׽ al-munàןil ʞalÀ i٤hàr 
al-׷aqq al-ŀay׽ al-labĊb Sayyid Mu׷ammad شàdiqߌ (A fragment from the life of the 
ŀay׽, the fighter for the exposition of the truth, the sensible ŀay׽ Sayyid Mu׷ammad 
شàdiq); according to O߈FAHEY 2003, p. 59, this article was also published in the Man-
hal al-ʞaؾŀàn fĊ taʝrĊ׽ al-׷ubŀàn by Mu׷ammad شàdiq). HUSSEIN AHMAD 1998, pp. 99߃
100 mentions these two articles.  
46 Bilal, 1, 9 (1985 E.C.), p. 37. 
47 WAGNER 1974, pp. 98߃111 discusses at length the traditional genealogy of ŀay׽ Abàdir, 
which makes him a descendant of AbŊ Bakr al-شiddĊq. There is no correspondence between 
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Ŀay׽ SÃyd learned Arabic and the whole series of Islamic traditional sciences 
in different centres of Wallo, then he went to Dese where he finished the 
Wazayro Mannen training school for teachers. When he was 23 years old, he 
engaged in trade and settled in Harar, after a stay in Addis Ababa. In 1926 E.C. 
ŀay׽ SÃyd went back to Addis and started teaching the Amharic language in the 
school founded by the Islamic concord council (YÃʝ Ƽslam sƼmƼmƼnnÃt 
mahbÃr), and thus proved in practise that learning Amharic was very useful for 
all Muslim pupils and did not cause any damage to their Islamic education48. 
He also inspired a periodical public meeting of students coming from Islamic, 
State and Missionary schools, who every Sunday gathered at TÃfÃri MÃkwon-
nƼn school to discuss their problems. He tried to use these meetings to foster 
a sense of equality among all students, as he thought that this could be the 
way to remove the social discrimination practiced against Muslims. 
According to the Arabic version of the article, where MÃhammÃd Sani 
׶abib is mentioned as a source, ŀay׽ SÃyd also allegedly had secret contacts 
with amir ĿakĊb Arslàn (1869߃1946), the champion of pan-Arabism and of 
what was called more or less accurately Islamic nationalism49. 
Since the WÃlwÃl incident, during the whole war against the Italians, he 
took part in the resistence as a member of the yÃʝagÃr fƼqƼr mahbÃr, and he 
delivered public speeches in favour of the mobilization of the whole country 
to repell the invasion. Under Italian occupation, he was kept in prison in 
NÃfas sƼlk and then in the island of Nakura for two years. At the end of the 
colonial period, suspected to have secretly acted to spread Islam, he was put 
under town arrest (yÃqum ƼsƼr). After having endured this severe hardship, he 
was subsequently allowed to use his house in Dese as an office for the post of 
qàןĊ of Wallo, which he managed to establish. 
In this period he made the general qàןĊ of Addis Ababa accept his proposal 
to fix the Islamic judge߈s reward in five percent of the revenue of the land of 
his jurisdiction and to have this amount placed at the Ministry of Justice.  
In his fight against old misconceptions existing inside the Islamic com-
munity of Ethiopia, he stressed the necessity and the utility of modern edu-
cation, and in particular of a good knowledge of the Amharic language for 
the Ethiopian Muslim youth. He proved that the idea, circulating in the 
most narrow-minded Muslim scholars, that Muslims would become apos-
 
the names mentioned in that genealogy and those reported here, with the only exception 
of the father of ŀay׽ Abàdir, ʞUmar Aw Quؾb, and of one of his sons, ʞUmar Quؾb al-
DĊn. Other descendants of ŀay׽ Abàdir were found by CERULLI 1933, pp. 130߃131, in 
Limmu. No study has been made yet on the diffusion of Abàdir߈s family outside Harar. 
48 According to our source the school founded in 1924 E.C. by the YÃʝƼslam semƼmƼnnÃt 
mahbÃr aimed to create a sense of unity between Muslim and Christian Ethiopians. 
49 CLEVELAND 1985. 
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tates of their faith should they learn Amharic at school, was completely 
devoid of sense50. In 1938 E.C. he asked that Amharic lessons would be 
given in the school of the Shewa BÃrr mosque in Desse, but his request was 
not fullfilled due to some opposition. He then obtained from the state 10 
gasha mÃret to help Muslim pupils in their studies, especially young girls, 
whom he wanted to study on an equal level as boys.  
Some time later however, thanks to ŀay׽ SÃyd߈s undiminished zeal and con-
tinuous striving, a modern and organized school was opened next to the Shewa 
BÃrr mosque in Dese, where 1500 students were given the possibility to study 
up to the sixth class. This Islamic school was the second to be built in Ethio-
pian Islamic history after Addis Ababa߈s Islamic council߈s school. Besides the 
traditional religious topics, also Amharic, English, mathematics and geogra-
phy were taught there. Pupils who had best results at the end of the sixth year 
of their schooling could be admitted directly into the wÃyzÃro SƼhƼn school 
of Dese, where, according to the Arabic text, ŀay׽ SÃyd also taught. 
Ŀay׽ SÃyd worked as a teacher in Dese until 1950 E.C. He then worked 
for the Ministry of Interior (agÃr gƼzat minister) in translating Arabic writ-
ings on Ethiopia. In 1956 E.C. when ׼aylÃ ĹƼllase ordered the Koran to be 
translated into Amharic, he was chosen as official translator together with 
MÃhammÃd Sani ׶abib51. 
Ŀay׽ SÃyd died on the 7th yÃkkatit 1969 E.C. (15.02.1977). He wrote many 
books, most of which remained unpublished manuscripts until now.  
Among his works: an Arabic history of Ethiopia in 450 pages, with special 
regard to the Islamic side and his role in the evolution of the country52; an 
Amharic book called ߋŭslƼmƼnnanna MisyonawƼyanߌ, which was prepared 
and conceived as an answer to GwÃbÃze ؽaffÃؾÃ߈s book ߋŭslƼmƼnnanna 
Afrikaߌ, that aroused great discontent among Ethiopian Muslims, when it 
appeared translated from English into Amharic, because it contained passages 
that were considered insulting to the figure of the Prophet. Ethiopian Mus-
lims appealed to the Negus ׼aylÃ ĹƼllase and obtained the prohibition of the 
distribution of the book. 
Other didactic books written by ŀay׽ SÃyd and still unpublished are 
ߋAgÃrƼhƼn ƼwƼq!ߌ, apparently on history and/or geography and ߋYÃtÃwhi-
dƼnna yÃfiqh mÃmmariyaߌ, apparently a manual for learning the principles 
of Islamic theology and law. 
 
50 ߋMuslim tÃmaroìì amarƼÐÐa kÃtÃmaru yƼkÃfralluߌ was the statement made by oppo-
nents of the introduction of Amharic in the syllabus of Muslim students (kÃffÃrÃ de-
rives directly from Arabic kafara). 
51 On the translation of the Koran in Amharic see RICCI 1969߃70.  
52 Published with the title Manhal al-ʞaؾŀàn fĊ taʝrĊ׽ al-׷ubŀàn in شanʞàʝ 1422 A.H./2000 
A.D. (O߈FAHEY 2003, p. 55). 
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4. ׶àǆǆi Mu׷ammÃd Sani ׶abib (1906߃1981 E.C.)53 
We now come to the text on perhaps the most famous Ethiopian ʞàlim of 
the past century54. 
׶àǆǆi Mu׷ammÃd Sani55 ׶abib was born in the qÃbÃle of Anìarro 
KÃrabitti in the awraǆǆa of Qallu (Wallo) in 1906 E.C. The Arabic text indi-
cates the village (qarya) of Adula AĀar in the area (nà׷iya) of Karra Byet in 
Qallu in 1332h/1913߃14 as birthplace and date of birth of ׷àǆǆ Mu׷ammÃd 
Sani. His parents were ׷àǆǆ ׶abĊb BaŀĊr and Fàؾima (Amharic Faؾuma)  
Malik. The Arabic version affirms that Mu׷ammÃd Sani߈s grandfather, BaŀĊr, 
was originating from WÃlqayt, and he came to settle in Wallo. 
׶àǆǆi Mu׷ammÃd Sani studied all the different branches of Islamic tradi-
tional sciences: Koran, fiqh, Arabic grammar, tafsĊr, manؾiq (logic), uصŊl al-
fiqh, ׷adĊـ, balàĀa56. According to the Arabic text, which is very detailed in 
giving the curriculum studiorum of the ŀay׽, ׷aǆǆi Mu׷ammÃd Sani started 
studying the Quran when he was seven under the guidance of ŀay׽ MuftĊ Ibn 
IbràhĊm al-WarabbàbĊ57 and then he continued with ŀay׽ A׷mad LàŀĊ. He 
completed the study of the Kuran at 11 and then devoted himself to fiqh. He 
studied Islamic Law with ŀay׽ A׷mad QàllŊ ibn BaŀĊr who instructed him in 
the maסhab of AbŊ ׶anĊfa. He studied Arabic grammar with ŀay׽ Kam-
malaw ibn Mu׷ammad58, who was named the SĊbawayh of his time59. 
According to the Arabic source, in 1357 A.H./1938߃39 A.D. ׷aǆǆi 
Mu׷ammÃd Sani intended to perform the ׷àǆǆ to Mekka. He went through 
Asmara and when he reached Massawa, the people of this harbour city, rec-
ognizing his wide and deep Islamic doctrine, stopped him from continuing his 
travel and made him imàm of the mosque al-MĊrĀanĊ and teacher of Arabic 
 
53 Bilal 1, 1 (1985), pp. 16߃17; Arabic text, authored by MÃhammÃd WÃle, under the title 
Nubסa ʞan ׷ayàt ŀay׽inà al-rà׷il al-׷àǆǆ Mu׷ammad ؿànĊ ׶abĊb, at pp. 36߃37. 
O߈FAHEY 2003, pp. 58߃59. 
54 The Arabic version of the text calls him very deferently ŀay׽ al-maŀàyi׽. He authored 
many works but oddly enough none of them is mentioned in the article. His 
ŭslƼmƼnna Ƽnna yÃtallaqu nÃbiy yÃMu׷ammÃd tarik appeared in its third edition in 
1981 E.C. (the book first appeared in 1960 E.C.). 
55 The Amharic form Sani comes directly from Arabic ؿànĊ, second, for which it repre-
sents a transliteration that apparently indicates an Egyptian classicizing pronunciation. 
Our source does not explain the reason for the introduction of the ordinal number in 
the name of this learned man: perhaps he had an older, homonymous brother.  
56 All these branches of learning are mentioned by HUSSEIN AHMED 1988, pp. 99߃101. 
57 His nisba indicates his connection with WÃrra Babbo. 
58 Both names are mentioned by HUSSEIN AHMED 1988, p. 102. 
59 This honorific epithet magnifies the exceptional knowledge ŀay׽ Kammalaw had of 
Arabic by making him equal to the famous SĊbawayh (d. 796 A.D.), generally consid-
ered the founder of Arabic grammatical science (CARTER art. in EI s. v. SĊbawahyi). 
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grammar, balàĀa and fiqh. He stayed in Massawa more than two years and 
then he proceeded to Mekka and Medina where he made the ׷àǆǆ, the ʞumra 
and the ziyàra to the shrine of the Prophet. 
׶àǆǆi Mu׷ammÃd Sani came back to Ethiopia through ׶iǆàz and went 
once again to the school (maǆlis) of his master ŀay׽ A׷mad QàllŊ and studied 
with him some commentaries on the books of fiqh. In particular he devoted 
his attention to the Durr al-Mu׽tàr, that is the commentary of Mu׷ammad b. 
ʞAlĊ al-׶aصkafĊ (d. 1677 A.D.) to the TanwĊr al-abصàr wa-ǆàmiʞ al-bi׷àr, a  
well known manual of ׶anafĊ Jurisprudence of furŊʞ al-fiqh (branches of 
Law) written by Mu׷ammad b. ʞAbdallàh al-TimirtàŀĊ (d. 1595 A.D.)60. The 
16 mu׷arram 1361 A.H./ 3 February 1942 A.D. ŀay׽ A׷mad QàllŊ gave 
ŀay׽ Mu׷ammÃd Sani the iǆàza, the permission to teach the texts he had  
studied under his guidance. The Arabic version of the article reports the full 
text of the document, which runs as follows61: 
نيملاعلل هماكحا غلبمو هتعيرش ةلمح انلعجو سنيل  رملا ديس ةثرو انلعج ىذلا Ϳ دمحلا ميحرلا نمحرلا الله مسب 
نيحلفملا هبزح و هلآ ىلع و هيلع الله ىلص 
ةدافلااو رشنلاب شاوح و حورشو نوتم نم ىلع هئرق ام عيمج ريشب بيبح جاحلا نب ىناث دمحم دلول تزجا دقف دعب اما 
هاضري امل الله قف و  ١٣٦١ه  ماع نم مارحلا مرحم رشع سداسلا كرابملا نينثلاا موي كلذو ةحيحص ةزاجا امومع 
ߋIn the name of God the Merciful, the Compassionate. Praised be 
God who made us the heirs of the Lord of the Messengers and made 
us the bearers of his Law and the conveyers of his rules to the world, 
God pray for him, for his family and his party, who is the party of 
the prosperous.  
I thus give my son Mu׷ammad ؿànĊ b. al-׷àǆǆ ׶abĊb BaŀĊr the valid 
permit to spread and teach in public all the texts, the commentaries and 
the marginal glosses he studied under my guidance. Issued on the 
blessed Monday the 16th of the sacred month of Mu׷arram of the year 
1361 A.H. May God grant him the success in what pleases Him!ߌ 
He then went to Albukko62 where he studied under the guidance of ŀay׽ 
A׷mad NŊrĊ the tafsĊr, balàĀa, manؾiq, metres of versification (ʞarŊן), taǆ-
wĊd (reciting of the Koran) and uصŊl al-fiqh. In rabĊʞ al-ـànĊ 1363 
A.H:/March߃April 1944 A.D., he obtained the iǆàza from A׷mad NŊrĊ 
 
60 GAL II, p. 311; GAL S II, p. 428. That the al-Durr al-mu׽tàr is used in Islamic 
schools in Wallo is confirmed by HUSSEIN AHMED 1988, p. 100. 
61 Due to the interest of this document, it seems useful to reproduce it here as it is in our 
source, without corrections. 
62 Albukko in Qallu is linked with the educational and military activities of Mu׷ammad 
ĿàfĊ (see HUSSEIN AHMED 1990, pp. 66߃67 and 2001, passim). 
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too, thus completing his education. Our Arabic source reports the full text 
of the iǆàza, which runs as follows63: 
خيشلا يدلو ىلعو ملاسلا دعب هدعب ىبن لا نم ىلع ملاسلاو ةلاصلاو هدحو الله دمحلا ميحرلا نمحرلا الله مسب 
١٣٦٣ه  نم يناثلا عيبر رهش يف كلذو ةحيحص ةزاجا ىلع هتءرق ام عيمج كل تزجا ينا كفرعا امم يناث دمحم 
ߋIn the name of God the Merciful, the Compassionate. The praise  
belongs to God only. Prayer and salvation be for the one after whom 
there is no other Prophet. After the greeting also to my son 
Mu׷ammad ؿànĊ ׶abib, what I inform you about is that I give you 
the valid permit to teach all that you studied under my guidance. Is-
sued on the month of rabĊʞ al-ـànĊ 1363 A.H.ߌ. 
Having thus completed his studies, Mu׷ammÃd Sani married KƼbre64 the 
daughter of the ŀay׽ SaʞĊd ManصŊr al-WarrahabbànĊ, and in 1945 A.D. he 
settled in Dese where he taught at the Islamic school near the Shewa bÃrr 
mosque. He also managed to acquire a secondary level degree in the state 
school and he thus started to teach in the general secondary school SƼhƼn in 
Dese from 1951߃67 A.D. In 1967 A.D. he was summoned to Addis Ababa 
to take part in the translation of the Koran into Amharic as a representative 
of Wallo߈s scholars. He carried out this difficult task for almost three years65. 
From 1969 to 1971 A.D., he taught at DÃǆǆazmaìì ʞUmÃr SÃmÃtar elemen-
tary and junior high school in Addis Ababa, near the Masǆid al-anwàr. He 
then became the representative of the imàm at the Anwar mosque, where he 
gave Islamic religious courses in ׷adĊـ, balàĀa tafsĊr and manؾiq. In 1396 
A.H./1976 A.D. he became president of the High Council for Islamic Affairs, 
then imàm and ׽aؾĊb of the Anwar mosque and president of the administra-
tive comitee of the mosques: he mantained these offices until his death.  
Mu׷ammÃd Sani never stopped teaching at the mosque. Many of his disci-
ples, who studied with him in Dese and in Addis Ababa became famous Is-
lamic scholars in their turn. Among them, the Arabic text quotes: al-׷àǆǆ al-
ŀay׽ ʞAbd al-׶amĊd al-Na׷wĊ; ŀay׽ Mu׷ammad Buŀrà; ŀay׽ Mu׷ammad 
׶amza; ŀay׽ ʞUmar IdrĊs; ŀay׽ MuftĊ; ŀay׽ SaʞĊd YŊsuf; ŀay׽ MuصؾafÀ ׶abĊb; 
ŀay׽ ǅamàl; ŀay׽ A׷mad Mu׷ammad; ŀay׽ Mu׷ammad Zayn Zahr; ŀay׽ 
SaʞĊd A׷mad MuصؾafÀ; ŀay׽ Mu׷ammad WÃle.  
Mu׷ammÃd Sani became a nationally and internationally known personali-
ty. He was a member of the shengo and of the committee for the fighting 
against illiteracy. He travelled to the Soviet Union, Saudi Arabia, Kuwayt, 
 
63 Due to the interest of this document, it seems useful to reproduce its Arabic original 
text here as it is in the source. 
64 Written KBR  in Arabic script. 
65 See RICCI 1969߃70. 
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Libya and Algeria, to take part in conferences on Islamic and international 
questions. He was particularly active in promoting international peace and 
disarmament. 
Mu׷ammÃd Sani was hospitalized in the month of ŀaʞbàn at the ؽƼqur 
AnbÃsa hospital and treated for 23 days. He died at the age of 75, on friday 
the 23rd of ramaןàn 1410 A.H. ߃ 10 Miyazya 1981 E.C. (14.04.1989 A.D.) 
He left six sons, and on the occasion of his decease, MÃhammÃd WÃle wrote 
these verses66: 
The mountain of science and discernment and piety died ىقتلاو ملحلا و ملعلا روط تام دقل 
The regions of the whole area darkened for his loss هدقفب ىحاونلا ءاحرا ملظاو 
The tears of the people flowed like pouring rain هلالطا  ثيغلاك بعشلا عومد تلاسو 
An imam whose death struck all the people هتومب ارط موقلا بيصا ماما 
Let the mosque mourn for him day and night ليل يفو موي يف دجسم هكبيل 
Let the day of friday mourn for him, and his sweetest sermon ىلحلاا هتبطخو ةعمج هكبتل 
Let the tafsĊr mourn for him with its pouring tears لطاهلا هعمدب ريسفت هلبيل 
And a room and an office of the Council mourn for him سلجم بتكمو ةفرغ هكبتو 
And the Committee of the daʞwa67, every late afternoon. لئاصلاا لك يف ةوعد ةنجلو 
5. ׶àǆǆ ʞAbdulbasiؾ MÃhammÃd (1920߃1985 E.C.)68 
He was born in the qÃbÃle of Minas, in the wÃrÃda of KÃlalla, awraǆǆa of 
BorÃna (Wallo), from ŀay׽ MÃhammÃd ׶alimÃt and Sali׷a ǅaʞƼfÃr, at an 
unknown date, but approximately four years before the battle of SÃgÃle69. 
After he completed his very first education in his paternal house, he went 
to the qÃbÃle of YÃsola in the awraǆǆa of DÃgÃr, where he studied fiqh under 
the guidance of ŀay׽ ʞAli DÃgÃr70. He then moved to the qÃbÃle of Sore, 
where he extended his knowledge of fiqh, studying with ŀay׽ AbdulsÃlam 
 
66 Due to the interest of even this little poem to improve our scanty knowledge of the 
Arabic literature of Ethiopia we reproduce the text here as it is in the source. The  
verses have no apparent rhyme nor metre.  
67 The daʞwa is the ߋcallingߌ to Islam. With this word is usually termed the missionary 
activity to spread Islam among non-Muslims or to strengthen and improve the theo-
retical knowledge and the practical application of Islamic principles among Muslims. 
68 Bilal, 1, 10 (1985 E.C.), pp. 21߃22. No Arabic version of this article is available. The 
Amharic text is authored by MÃhammÃd WÃle. A short obituary of ׷àǆǆ ʞAbdƼlbasiؾ 
MÃhammÃd is contained in Bilal, 1, 8 (1985 E.C.), p. 35 where it is said that he died on 
the first of Miyazya. See also O߈FAHEY 2003, pp. 45߃46. 
69 The battle of SÃgÃle, during which negus Mikaʝel was defeated, took place on October 
27th 1916 A.D. ׶àǆǆ ʞAbdƼlbasiؾ MÃhammÃd should thus be born in 1920 A.D. 
70 According to HUSSEIN AHMED 2001, p. 91 the educational centre of DÃgÃr was founded 
by Ŀaraf al-DĊn IbràhĊm, in the second half of the 18th century. The shrine of this saint is 
still a destination of pious pilgrimages (see also HUSSEIN AHMED 1990, p. 65). 
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Bulbul. He was in his twenties at that time and did not want to stop learning, 
he burnt with desire for acquiring more and more knowledge. He thus went 
to DÃrra71, where he devoted himself to Arabic grammar (na׷w) and verbal 
morphology (sorf72) following for at least 15 years the lessons of ŀay׽ ׷aǆǆi 
AhmÃd DÃrra73. 
׶àǆǆ ʞAbdulbasiؾ eventually became a teacher in his turn. He transmitted 
to his own pupils the teachings of his masters, especially those of ׷aǆǆi Ah-
mÃd DÃrra, in his own lessons during his 30 years of teaching, 15 years in his 
native land and 15 years in Addis Ababa. He however was never paid for his 
educational activities, as he always used to give his lectures inside the mosques 
for free. 
In his thirty years of teaching activity, ׷àǆǆ ʞAbdulbasiؾ had an enormous 
number of disciples, who became teachers afterwards in different parts of 
Ethiopia and even abroad. Among his most famous disciples the article 
quotes: ŀay׽ ǅÃmal ʞUmÃr, who taught in QƼlle ǅÃǆǆÃba in Borana74; ŀay׽ 
MÃhammÃd SÃʞid who taught in DÃrra; the already mentioned haǆǆi 
MÃhammÃd WÃle, author of the article; ŀay׽ MuhammÃd Sultan GÃttira75; 
ŀay׽ MuhammÃd Amin Gissir; ŀay׽ AhmÃd MukhƼyldin WÃrrÃbabbo; ŀay׽ 
HasÃn YƼlada; ŀay׽ AhmÃd AlfƼya; ŀay׽ SÃʞid HasÃn Sulula, member of the 
Ràbiؾa in Makka76; ŀay׽ AhmÃd MƼnaya; ŀay׽ MuhammÃd ŀay׽ Ali AdÃm, 
who lived in Makka; ŀay׽ AbdÃllah Hamza; ŀay׽ Ali KÃlala; ŀay׽ Siraǆuldin 
BÃ׷at; ŀay׽ AhmÃd ArÃbu; ŀay׽ Ali NÃsr; ŀay׽ SÃʞid Yusuf; ŀay׽ AhmÃd ʞAli. 
According to the article, all the foregoing scholars were still alive in SÃne 1985 
E.C., while the following were already deceased: ŀay׽ Ali AdÃm, in BorÃna 
 
71 DÃrra is an Islamic educational centre in the northwestern part of Shewa: as HUSSEIN 
AHMED 2001, p. XVI points out, this centre is tightly linked to WÃllo. In the fact nar-
rated by our source we may see a concrete confirmation of this link. 
72 Sorf is the Amharic form of the Arabic word صarf, with the velarization of the vowel 
due to the emphasis of صàd. 
73 HUSSEIN AHMED 1989, p. 193 note 8 mentions a ŀay׽ al-׷àǆǆ A׷mad b. ʞUmar of 
DÃrra (d. 1905/06) as the author of the work called Naŀr al-ʞanbar mu׽taصar al-misk 
al-aסfar, which is an abridged version of the Misk al-aסfar, the hagiography of ŀay׽ 
ǅaʞfar Bukko of GÃttira (see under note 57). However, the chronological settings of 
this personage given by Hussein do not allow the identification with the AhmÃd of 
DÃrra mentioned in our source. 
74 The text uses in this passage the verb aqÃrra, as a causative form of qÃrra derived, as 
we saw before, from Arabic qaraʝa. 
75 GÃttira, in highland Wallo was the birth-place of the famous mystic ǅaʞfar Bukko 
(HUSSEIN AHMED 1989 and HUSSEIN AHMED 2001, p. 101). GÃttira was also the main 
centre of the LÃgÃ Gora chiefdom (HUSSEIN AHMED 2001, pp. 126߃127). 
76 That is Ràbiؾat al-ʞàlam al-islàmĊ (Muslim World League), the Islamic International 
Organization founded in Mecca in 1962. 
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ؽÃlanta; ŀay׽ ؽukha in Begemder/WƼŀat; ŀay׽ Ibrahim Koreb; ŀay׽ AhmÃd 
Ibrahim, who was imàm of the mosque of ArÃb GÃnda in Dese; ŀay׽ Ali Mu-
ǆib; ŀay׽ SÃʞid ʞUmÃr, who was qàןĊ in the general ŀarĊʞa court; ŀay׽ AhmÃd 
FÃdlu; ŀay׽ MuhammÃd AwwÃl HasÃn. 
In his public activity, ׷àǆǆ ʞAbdulbasiؾ MÃhammÃd tried his best to en-
hance the preparation of Ethiopian ʞulamàʝ and urgently invited them to go 
and teach in every part of the country, so as to strengthen the Islamic culture 
in the different Muslim communities. This effort also aimed at balancing the 
pressure continually imposed on Muslims by ruling authorities, who wanted 
to hinder a free blossoming of Islamic culture, and to overcome the educa-
tional difficulties faced by Muslims, due also to the prohibition to bring 
teachers from Arab countries to Ethiopia. 
As for the quality of Islamic teaching in Ethiopia, ׷àǆǆ ʞAbdulbasiؾ 
MÃhammÃd took a very strong position against some mystical brotherhoods 
which deviated from the principles of the ŀarĊʞa77. In particular, he opposed 
the cultual practises of some so called scholars of BorÃna, who did not fit the 
rules of the Islamic faith. He was threatened but he managed to change the 
situation and to restore the normal way of the cult. We are not told who these 
deviated people were nor what their unacceptable practises were. We may 
surmise from the words used in the text that they could be the adherents of a 
mystical brotherhood whose devotional ceremonies were not completely in 
line with the more traditional Islamic religious practise. 
׶àǆǆ ʞAbdulbasiؾ MÃhammÃd had a perfect knowledge of classical Arabic 
grammar, and he was able to make use of all the nuances and refinements of 
Arabic better than many mother tongue Arabs. He thus wrote a huge number 
of Arabic works, in prose and in verse. Among his books, none of which had 
been published at the time our source was written, the article mentions the 
following ones: 
YÃMugni NÃzm. A work composed of verses in raǆaz meter, which gained 
him the admiration of many scholars. It is most probably a commentary of 
the MuĀnĊ al-LabĊb ʞan kutub al-aʞàrĊb, a handbook of Arabic syntax written 
by the Egyptian faqĊh and grammarian AbŊ Mu׷ammad ǅamàl al-DĊn ʞAb-
dallàh b. YŊsuf b. ʞAbdallàh b. YŊsuf b. A׷mad b. ʞAbdallàh Ibn Hiŀàm al-
Na׷wĊ (perhaps also al-AnصàrĊ; 1308߃60 A.D.), which is a very renowned and 
wide spread textbook all over the Islamic world and, of course, also in Ethio-
pia78. ׶àǆǆ ʞAbdulbasiؾ MÃhammÃd was the first Ethiopian to write a poetical 
composition on this Arabic work. 
 
77 The Amharic text literally says: ߋkÃŀÃriʞa yÃmmiyafÃnÃggƼtu andand tÃriqawoììߌ. 
78 For some general information on this author see FLEISCH art. in EI s.v. Ibn Hishàm; 
GAL II, pp. 23߃25, GAL S II, pp. 16߃20. Also HUSSEIN AHMED 1988, p. 100 men-
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YÃMÃrah NÃzm, which should apparently be a poetical commentary on 
the Marà׷ al-arwà׷, a well known handbook of Arabic grammar written by 
A׷mad b. ʞAlĊ b. MasʞŊd (fl. 8th century A.D.)79. No other Ethiopian ʞàlim 
wrote such a work before ׷àǆǆ ʞAbdulbasiؾ. The writer of his biography and 
chief redactor of Bilal, ׷aǆǆi MÃhammÃd WÃle was the first to study this 
book under the guidance of the ŀay׽. 
NukbÃtÃlfikr, a composition on the rules of hadĊـ80, was the first of its  
genre in Ethiopia. 
NÃzmu BafÃdl, a verse commentary on the very wide-spread manual of  
Islamic jurisprudence according to the maסhab of al-ĿàfiʞĊ, Muqaddima 
al-׷aןramiyya fĊ fiqh al-sàda al-ŀàfiʞiyya written by ʞAbdallàh b. ʞAbd 
al-Ra׷màn Bàfaןl al-׶aןramĊ81, which is currently in use also in Islamic edu-
cational centres in Ethiopia, Eritrea and Somalia82. 
Durrul FÃrid, which is defined as a book of historical genealogy (tƼwlƼd), 
which was the first of its genre to be written in verse by an Ethiopian ʞàlim83. 
Moreover the article also mentions some poetry in praise of the Prophet 
Muhammad (mad׷/ŀamàʝil) which aroused the admiration of every listener.  
׶àǆǆ ʞAbdulbasiؾ MÃhammÃd was also very famous for his wide know-
ledge of traditional medicine. He healed many people using remedies drawn 
from herbs and roots and wrote some works on this topic. ׶àǆǆ ʞAbdulbasiؾ 
knew also qƼne and he wrote on this topic too, especially during his youth. 
As far as we know none of his works have been published to this date. It 
goes without saying that the study of the apparently huge production of this 
scholar would be of great interest. 
 
tions this same text as used to teach Arabic grammar in Wollo Islamic schools. 
O߈FAHEY 2003, p. 46 thinks that the Na٤m al-muĀnĊ of ׷àǆǆ ʞAbdulbasiؾ could be a 
versification of al- ǅàrabardĊ alMuĀnĊ fĊ ʞilm alna׷w. 
79 GAL II, p. 21; GAL S II, p. 14. O߈FAHEY 2003, p. 46. 
80 We did not manage to ascertain whether this poetical composition by ׷àǆǆ ʞAbdulba-
siؾ MÃhammÃd is an original creation of his own or whether there is an Arabic work in 
its background. 
81 GAL S II p. 555 states that the author lived in the 10th century of the hiǆra (1494߃1591 
A.D.), without further detail, and qualifies the Muqaddima as a ߋWiderlegung des  
Sufismusߌ, which seems to be totally wrong. The famous faqĊh Ibn ׶aǆar al-׶ayـamĊ 
(or perhaps better al׶aytamĊ, d. 1565 A.D.) wrote a commentary on the Muqaddima 
(GAL S II, p. 528). 
82 The Muqaddima was even published in Ethiopia by the same al-NaǆàŀĊ publishing 
house in 1988 A.D. together with al-ÿàya wa-al-taqrĊb, another manual of fiqh by 
AbŊ Ŀuǆàʞa. 
83 We did not manage to identify an Arabic original, if any, for this work by ׷àǆǆ ʞAb-
dulbasiؾ MÃhammÃd. 
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Summary 
The article aims at giving some information about Ethiopian Muslim scholars of the past 
century, so to enhance our general knowledge of Ethiopian Islam, and, moreover, to 
contribute to a better prosopographical understanding of the Muslim presence in  
Ethiopia. In this endeavour, it explores the data scattered in Ethiopian Islamic periodical 
press, which flourished in that country after the fall of the Derg regime in 1991. In  
particular, the monthly magazine Bilal, which contains in almost every issue a  
biographical note devoted to some learned man of the recent past, is used to collect 
material on the scholars. Biographical articles in Amharic and Arabic which appeared in 
the magazine are summarized and commented upon. 
